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Reliability trumps economy in an emergency
Cost is often a determining factor in the selection of a notification service, and in times
of economic uncertainty, a less expensive service may seem more attractive — at least
initially. But in an emergency, a service’s reliability — or lack thereof — quickly trumps any
economic concerns. For Portland State University (PSU), selecting a cheaper provider
resulted in extraordinarily long delivery times and a difficult, often slow user interface.
When PSU switched to the Blackboard Connect service, message delivery times went
from two and a half hours to two minutes—a dramatic increase in delivery speed.
According to Sharon Blanton, Portland State’s CIO, “I just feel more confident using the
Blackboard Connect system than our previous service. I don’t feel like I’m going to have
to cross my fingers after I send an actual emergency message. That’s huge.”
CHALLENGE: Slow deliveries mean mixed messages
Located in the southern end of downtown Portland, Portland State University
(PSU) is the largest university in Oregon and serves 28,000 students with
more than 120 majors. The only urban university in the state, PSU is also
unique in that the campus lacks traditional boundaries: in any given block,
PSU buildings share street space with a variety of downtown businesses,
including retail shops and government offices.
For any university, the ability to rapidly notify students, faculty, and staff
during an emergency is a critical component in the provision of safety and
security. For PSU, reaching stakeholders was even more challenging: the
nature of the university’s urban campus meant that traditional notification
methods had limited effectiveness. To address the need for comprehensive
emergency communication capabilities, the university decided to implement
a notification service. While the search for a provider yielded numerous
options, for CIO Sharon Blanton, the Blackboard Connect platform was
the obvious front runner. The university’s budget, however, proved to be a
limiting factor. “Blackboard Connect was my top choice,” said Blanton. “But
it was outside our budget at the time, so we went with the runner up.”
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“After the test message, the students wrote an article about
it in their paper,” said Blanton. “Most of the time if we want
something to get in the paper, we have to request that they
write about it. But this was something they went and did on
their own. They were very positive.”
The unlimited messaging that comes as part of the
Blackboard Connect offering has encouraged PSU
administrators to expand their thinking about notification
and its applications. “With our previous provider, by contract
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